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                                                                                                       TEST 8 
 
1- The beggar woman held out a small box ............ a few 

coins in it, and asked ............ a few more in order to buy 
bread. 

 
A) about/to   B) with/for    
C) of/from                      D) in/with    
E) for/about 
 

2- The gypsies ............. here make money ............ selling 
flowers to tourists.  

 
A) by/with   B) out of/by    
C) in/about                     D) around/from  E) of/for 
 

3- Linda had lipstick stains ............ her teeth and mascara 
smudges ............ her eyes. 

 
A) against/in   B) on/under    
C) about/on                    D) towards/near  E) with/for 
 

4- We were disturbed ............ someone wanting to sell us 
something we didn't want, ............. a language we didn't 
understand. 

 
A) for/with   B) at/for     
C) by/in                         D) from/to  E) of/from 
 

5- ........... January 1, 1966, it's been compulsory to put health 
warnings ............. all cigarette packages sold in the United 
States and a few other nations. 

 
A) By/with   B) On/upon  C) Since/on                                                  
D) In/into   E) From/about 
 

6- George and his ex-wife fought over money .......... frequent 
occasions, and eventually they managed to divide it........... 
them evenly. 

 
A) about/to   B) with/among  C) for/from                                                   
D) on/between  E) in/by 
 

7- When Judith had her baby, she was filled ........... love 
........... the tiny creature. 

 
A) about/to   B) out/from  C) in/towards                                           
D) from/with   E) with/for 
 

8- Because he was quite forgetful, Justin made a note ............ 
the appointment ............ his diary. 

 
A) of/in   B) to/on   C) about/to                                                  
D) with/within  E) for/for 
 

9- In addition to the approximately 20 million soldiers who 
lost their lives .......... action ........... World War II, about 25 
million civilians perished. 

 
A) for/of   B) about/with  C) in/during                                                
D) through/to   E) out of/on 
 

10- I don't mind lying ............ the sun on the beach ........... one 
or two days of my holiday, but I don't want to waste the 
whole week doing nothing. 

 
A) for/with   B) in/for                 C) with/through                                       
D) under/on   E) below/during 
 
 

11- Shannon tries to keep .......... the sun ........... noon as she is 
fair-skinned and the sun is strongest then. 

 
A) away/in   B) in/for   C) from/on                                                  
D) to/towards   E) out of/around 
 

12- Mandy is trying to keep ........... a strict diet, but she just 
can't stop eating ............ meals. 
A} on/in   B) from/at  C) to/between                                        
D) within/with  E) upon/during 

 
13- Angel has left........... Edinburgh ........... the overnight train 

to attend a conference at his company's headquarters there. 
 

A) for/on   B) to/onto  C) into/in                                                    
D) out of/by   E) from/with 
 

14- Margo's husband is the man .......... long dark hair standing 
........... the door. 

 
A) in/beside   B) on/under  C) from/on                                                  
D) with/by   E) for/at 
 

15- Folk art is the art of the 'common' people, such as peasants 
and fishermen, .......... contrast........... fine art, the art 
produced by professionally trained artists. 

 
A) of/with   B) with/by  C) for/of                                                      
D) in/to   E) to/over 
 

16- The store supervisor felt that he ought to apologize to the 
assistant as he had shouted at her .............. a moment of 
anger when he was ........... a lot of pressure. 

 
A) for/to   B) over/for     C) in/under                                                
D) with/from   E) about/among 
 

17- Nobody knew ............ sure what had caused the hostility 
........... the Smiths and the Metcalfs, but the butcher 
thought it had something to do with the plot of land down 
by the river. 

 
A) about/in   B) for/between  C) with/about                                             
D) to/among   E) on/towards 
 

18- At the award ceremony, Bruce Willis was escorted ............ 
two burly bodyguards, who never moved ............ his side.  

 
A) by/from   B) about/to  C) with/out of                                          
D) in/towards   E) of/for 
 

19- It was a hazy afternoon, but ............ the mist, we could just 
see the islands ............ the distance. 

 
A) among/for   B) in/above C) by/out of  
D) into/at  E) through/in 
 

20- The Royal Air Forces aeronautical display team flew 
.......... formation ........... the airfield as a crowd of 
spectators watched avidly from below. 

 
A) at/down   B) out of/on  C) from/into                                                
D) to/towards   E) in/over 
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21- Mary thinks there is something wrong ........... her shoulder, 
as it hurts whenever she moves it, so she is going to ask her 
doctor to have a look ........... it. 

 
A) for/to   B) in/for   C) about/in                                                  
D) with/at   E) to/after 
 

22- Barbara regarded Mary ........... her best friend until she 
heard what she was saying ........... her, which was not very 
nice. 

 
A) to/of   B) with/to  C) as/about                                                
D) for/from   E) by/for 
 

23- I'm feeling utterly tired ............ work because I've been 
working on this project non-stop for a month and I'm dying 
............ a holiday. 

 
A) of/for   B) for/to   C) out of/about                                           
D) at/from   E) from/on 
 

24- Don't forget I'm taking Lucy ............ the airport this 
evening, so your dinner will be in the oven when you get 
home ........... work. 

 
A) on/with   B) to/from  C) at/at                                                         
D) for/for   E) over/to 
 

25- We woke .......... the early hours of the morning ........... the 
sound of thunder, and, as we couldn't get back to sleep, we 
sat up and watched the fierce storm. 

 
A) by/for   B) from/by  C) on/with                                                   
D) after/in   E) during/to 
 

26- Sid's mother has had enough ........... his bad temper ........... 
today, and so she's sent him to his room. 

 
A) in/from   B) from/in  C) with/at                                                    
D) of/for   E) since/with 
 

27- Billy borrowed a bicycle ........... his friend and went ........... 
a ride around the village with Peter this afternoon. 

 
A) from/for   B) to/into  C) with/along                                              
D) for/over   E) like/to 
 

28- The problems Lulie is having ............. her in-laws result 
............. cultural differences. 

 
A) from/to   B) with/from  C) for/in                                                    
D) between/on  E) over/with 
 

29- The sound ............ gunfire near the house nearly scared her 
............. death. 

 
A) from/with   B) by/at   C) of/to                                                         
D) out of/upon  E) on/from 
 

30- Tony hasn't seen his parents ............. the day he had a big 
row ............ them two years ago. 

 
A) after/to   B) for/over  C) until/for                                                  
D) since/with   E) on/from 
 
 
 

31- My cat looks ............. a tiger, so we named him Kaplan, 
which is 'tiger' ............ Turkish. 

 
A) for/from   B) after/by  C) forward/for                                            
D) like/in   E) at/of 
 

32- If you ever find yourself............ a difficult situation, ask 
............ advice. 

 
A) at/about   B) In/for   C) with/on                                                
D) to/from   E) through/In 
 

33- Inflation has been alarmingly high for a long time, but 
politicians cannot come up .......... solutions ......... the 
problem. 

 
A) against/with  B) for/about  C) with/to                                                    
D) from/out of  E) in/for 
 

34- She has managed to get heads of government to cooperate 
.......... her and her scheme is now ........... effect. 

 
A) from/on   B) for/upon  C) to/out of                                              
D) towards/to   E) with/in 
 

35- The government has announced that any military threat 
........... the country will be met ............ stiff resistance. 

 
A) of/in   B) to/with  C) for/on                                                     
D) on/along   E) towards/from 
 

36- Having no close relatives to rely ........... after her parents 
died. Kim was anxious .......... her future. 

 
A) on/about   B) to/throughout  C) towards/for                                         
D) about/in   E) with/from 
 

37- The film A Place in the Sun was extremely popular ............ 
audiences because of the flaming romance ........... 
Montgomery Clif and Elizabeth Taylor. 

 
A) with/between  B) towards/with  C) for/among                                              
D) by/through  E) of/about 
 

38- After the Arab conquest of North Africa in the second half 
of the 7th century, the original inhabitants, referred to 
........... Berbers, converted .......... Islam. 

 
A) with/for   B) like/of  C) as/to  
D) in/on  E) among/in 
 

39- We were woken again last night by someone calling a 
wrong number, which has happened five times ........... a 
period ........... two weeks. 

 
A) on/with   B) for/in   C) by/during                                              
D) over/of   E) since/from 
 

40- As Conrad didn't speak any Russian and the waiters didn't 
speak English, he chose his dinner .......... the menu ........... 
knowing exactly what it was. 

 
A) from/without B) over/by  C) on/from                                               
D) about/after  E) with/for 
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41- Lynne worked far ............ the night so that she could hand 
............ her essay the following day. 

 
A) along/on   B) about/for  C) into/in                                                     
D) through/to   E) with/out 
 

42- They walked ............ the road for miles ............ realizing 
they were completely lost. 

 
A) over/for   B) towards/by  C) past/since                                            
D) across/without  E) along/before 
 

43- We keep our bread on the shelf ............ the refrigerator so 
that it's safe ............ the cat. 

 
A) in/about   B) by/with  C) near/at                                                 
D) above/from  E) under/to 
 

44- The Strait of Gibraltar is the 36-mile-long channel that 
separates Europe .......... Africa .......... the western end of 
the Mediterranean Sea. 

 
A) with/on   B) from/at  C) around/with                                         
D) in/by   E) for/into 
 

45- Gerald was shocked to learn ............ his old school friend's 
death ........... a radio broadcast. 

 
A) with/in   B) about/from  C) from/on                                                   
D) of/out of   E) for/by 
 

46- After eating so much over the holiday, Cherie had to go 
........ to get back to her normal weight. 

 
A) on average  B) in pain  C) on a diet                                               
D) out of place  E) under control 
 

47- My colleague has promised to get ........... her old boss and 
ask him whether there are any employment opportunities 
for teachers at his school in Argentina. 

 
A) on the point of  B) in charge of  C) on behalf of                                            
D) in touch with  E) in accordance with 
 

48- In 1829, Peter I gave up the Portuguese throne .......... his 
young daughter. Maria, on condition that she became 
engaged to her uncle, Don Miguel. 

 
A) on the contrary  B) for the time being        
C) in the habit of           D) as opposed to  E) in favour of 
 

49- Because of the realistic battle scenes it contains, you have 
to be .......... 18 years old to see that film. 

 
A) at times   B) at least  C) for short                                                   
D) from now on  E) on average 
 

50- Work on the jungle railroad was halted when the tropical 
disease yellow fever ............ among the construction 
workers. The railroad was never completed. 

 
A) came across  B) stood out  C) let down                                                
D) turned down  E) broke out 
 
 
 

51- 'Mr Jones is on the other line at the moment. Could you 
............ please? 

 

A) hold on   B) take in C) check in                                                  
D) take after   E) think over 
 
 

52- The first rules for greyhound dog racing, which is still 
popular in England today, were ............ in 1776. 

 
A) showed off  B) broken into  C) flooded in                                                
D) laid down   E) put out 
 
 

53- I'm too tired to do anything.  Taking the dog for a run in 
the forest has completely .......... me .......... . 

 
A) passed/away  B) worn/out C) turned/up  
D) pulled/up  E) broken/down 
 
 

54- The director specifically ........... the part of the contract that 
forbade drinking during working hours to the new 
employee since he'd had a lot of problems with other 
employees in the past. 

 
A) pointed out  B) made up  C) knocked 
down                                        
D) went with   E) took over 
 
 

55- The fact that the restaurant displayed meat dishes in 
addition to vegetable dishes in the window was enough to 
........... Joyce ............ eating there since she had been a 
vegetarian for decades. 

 
A) call/up   B) take/in  C) put/off                                                       
D) try/on   E) set/aside 
 
 

56- The pianist had to ........... his scheduled performance at the 
Albert Hall because of illness, and unfortunately he has to 
return to Russia on Friday, so he won't be able to re-
schedule it. 

 
A) join in   B) live on  C) think over                                            
D) put out   E) call off 
 
 

57- I don't think the students ............ the rules of 'the third 
conditional' as they were all looking blankly at me when I 
finished my explanation. 

 
A) saw off   B) let down C) found out  
D) took in  E) checked in 
 
 

58- Will you ............ my proposals for the new advertising 
campaign quickly before I place an order for them to be 
printed? 

 
A) go through  B) try on   C) point out                                              
D) take over   E) look after 
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59- Though he made very little money at his job. Kim always 
managed to .......... a small amount ......... in the hope that 
one day he could afford to go to university. 

 
A) do/over   B) take/up  C) put/off                                                  
D) drop/in   E) put/aside 
 

60- While cleaning his attic, Jerome was very surprised to 
.......... his grandfather's stamp collection since his 
grandfather had been dead for over twenty years. 

 
A) put away   B) look into  C) come across                                        
D) see off   E) bring out 
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